Systematic analysis of human lysine acetylation proteins and accurate prediction of human lysine acetylation through bi-relative adapted binomial score Bayes feature representation.
Lysine acetylation is a reversible post-translational modification (PTM) which has been linked to many biological and pathological implications. Hence, localization of lysine acetylation is essential for deciphering the mechanism of such implications. Whereas many acetylated lysines in human proteins have been localized through experimental approaches in wet lab, it still fails to reach completion. In the present study, we proposed a novel feature extraction approach, bi-relative adapted binomial score Bayes (BRABSB), combined with support vector machines (SVMs) to construct a human-specific lysine acetylation predictor, which yields, on average, a sensitivity of 83.91%, a specificity of 87.25% and an accuracy of 85.58%, in the case of 5-fold cross validation experiments. Results obtained through the validation on independent data sets show that the proposed approach here outperforms other existing lysine acetylation predictors. Furthermore, due to the fact that global analysis of human lysine acetylproteins, which would ultimately facilitate the systematic investigation of the biological and pathological consequences associated with lysine acetylation events, remains to be resolved, we made an attempt to systematically analyze human lysine acetylproteins, demonstrating their diversity with respect to subcellular localization as well as biological process and predominance by "binding" in terms of molecular function. Our analysis also revealed that human lysine acetylproteins are significantly enriched in neurodegenerative disorders and cancer pathways. Remarkably, lysine acetylproteins in mitochondria are significantly related to neurodegenerative disorders and those in the nucleus are instead significantly involved in pathways in cancers, all of which might ultimately provide novel global insights into such pathological processes for the therapeutic purpose. The web server is deployed at http://www.bioinfo.bio.cuhk.edu.hk/bpbphka.